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Epigraphs
To the theoretical physicists, ferromagnetism
presents a number of very interesting,
unsolved and beautiful challenges. Our 
challenge is to understand why it exists at all.

Make things as simple as possible but not simpler

(Feynman Lectures on Physics)

(A. Einstein)



Iron is special
56Fe is the most stable nucleus, therefore there is a lot of iron 
(and nickel) in stars and planets 

Chemical composition
of Earth

Crucially important
for life (enzymes, 
oxygen trasfer, etc.)



We are still in iron age
Steel (basically, Fe and a bit C) is one of the main materials of 

our civilization 



Iron is polymorphous metal

The only polymorphous metal where bcc 
phase is stable at lower temperatures than 
fcc or hcp: Role of magnetism (Zener)

Crucially important for Fe-C phase diagram
and therefore for metallurgy

Should follow from electronic structure
(quantum mechanical energy spectrum)



Long-standing problem

Iron Cobalt Nickel

Ferromagnetism of iron
is known from ancient times



Problem: coexistence of localized
and itinerant behavior

4f electrons are normally pure localized but not 3d

Local magnetic moments do
exist above TC (Curie-Weiss
law, spectroscopy, neutrons…)

d electrons are itinerant (FS,
chemical bonding, transport…)

Iron, majority spin FS



Microscopic theory
Basis of our contemporary quantitative theory: 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) + Dynamical Mean-Field 
Theory (DMFT) when necessary

Allows to calculate not only electronic structure and energetics,
phonon  spectra etc. but also magnetic interactions and 

magnetic phase diagrams

In this talk I will use mostly DFT results



Exchange interactions in bcc Fe 

Despite electronic structure is
quite sensitive both exchange
interactions and atomic forces
are quite close (but not identical)

In electronic structure correlation effects beyond
DFT are very essential (broadening, spectral

density transfer…)



Exchange interactions in bcc Fe II
Crucial role of eg - t2g splitting plus frustrations

DOS in nonmagnetic 
bcc Fe

Stoner criterion is fulfilled due to eg states only; they should play
a special role in magnetism of Fe (Irkhin, Katsnelson, Trefilov,

JPCM 5, 8763 (1993)) 
t2g are itinerant electrons providing RKKY
exchange with Friedel oscillations; eg are more 
correlated providing  (non-Heisenberg) “double 
exchange” typical for narrow-band systems 



Exchange interactions in fcc Fe
In fcc (γ) Fe very strong frustrations leading to noncollinear

(e.g. spin spiral) structures

Contributions to the total
exchange parameter from

various coordination spheres



Exchange interactions in fcc Fe II
A very strong sensitivity of exchange parameters to lattice

volume and shear deformations from fcc structure  
Okatov, Gornostyrev, Lichtenstein & 

MIK, PR B 84, 214422 (2011)



The effect of magnetism on lattice dynamics of Fe
The only polymorphous metal 

where
bcc phase in not high-T is Fe

Why? Because usually bcc has soft phonon branches which
increase entropy, and bcc gains. Without anharmonicities, it

is typically even dynamically unstable

Right column: harmonic
(T = 0) calculations.
Left: self-consistent

phonon  (anharmonic)
calculations



The effect of magnetism of lattice dynamics II
Zener: bcc phase of Fe is stabilized by magnetism (DOS peaks
destabilizing crystal lattice are moved from the Fermi energy) 

Dynamical instability as a  result of 
disappearance of magnetic moments

DMFT is essential!



α-γ transformation path
The simplest way to go continuously
from bcc to fcc lattice is to represent
fcc as bct with the ratio c/a=√2; two
parameters: tetragonal deformation

and volume (Bain distortion)

Okatov, Kuznetsov, Gornostyrev, 
Urtsev & MIK, PR B 79, 094011 (2011)

Energetics along Bain path
for various magnetic states

(FM, AFM, disordered moments,
spin spirals)

Transition without barrier
starting from FM state



Exchange interactions from α- to γ-Fe
Okatov, Gornostyrev, Lichtenstein & MIK, PR B 84, 214422 (2011)

Exchange parameters are very sensitive not only to volume but
also to tetragonal deformations – stabilization of fct phase



Phase-field simulations: 2D model

Free-energy functional of
deformations and magnetic state 



Phase-field simulations: Magnetic part

To simplify: nearest-neighbor approximation for  J

Parameters are taken to 
fit experimental 

Curie temperature of
α-Fe (1043 K) and 



Phase-field simulations: Kinetic equations



Phase field simulations: Results

Magnetic free energy plays
crucial role in kinetics of

transformation and morphology
of the final structure in pure

iron

normalized parameter of Bain
deformation



Carbon impurity in γ-Fe:
Role of exchange interactions 

Long-standing problem: 
solution enthalpy of C in γ-Fe

Solution: local tetragonal 
distortions and local FM 

ordering

Solution enthalpy 0.55 eV (exp. 0.4 eV)

Deformations make C-C interaction much
stronger (not pure dilatation centers)



Steel as composite material
Carbon does not like to be neither in α or in γ phase, it likes to

sit in carbides (cementite Fe3C)

Morphology of two-phase state (ferrite, 
that is α-phase, and cementite) determines

mechanical properties

Originates from the cooling of high-temperature
γ-phase

Kinetics is crucial. Two limit cases:

- Ferrite transformation (the slowest one carbon has a time to 
diffuse)

- Martensitic transformation (very fast, carbon is captured 
where it was)



Phase-field simulations for steel
Adding carbon concentration

c as parameter

Adding entropy contribution

Parametrizing dependence
on deformation along

Bain path



Phase-field simulations for steel II

Adding diffusion to EOM

Diffusion parameters were taken from experiment



Phase-field simulations for steel III



Phase-field simulations for steel IV



Pearlite structure

Pearlitic
structure

in rail steel
(Sci Rep 9,

7454 (2019))

A special morphology
very favorable for

mechanical properties;
A long-standing problem

to explain

A very useful language to unify description of α-, γ-
and θ- phases (orthorombic phase of cementite) 



Feromagnetism and tetragonal distortions 
in γ-Fe

Long-known fact: FM fcc Fe is unstable with respect to the
tetragonal distortion (c/a>1) 

From Zhang et al paper: 



Feromagnetism and tetragonal distortions 
in γ-Fe II

This tetragonal distortion is a prerequisite of θ-phase: just add
carbon 



Autocatacytic mechanism of pearlite 
transformation

Scenario

- At high temperature, α-phase is still FM and it can iduce FM in
neighboring γ-phase
- This induces FM leads to tetragonal deformation in γ-phase 
which makes it very close to MIS preparing positions for carbon
- Carbon easily diffuse there forming θ-phase 

Magnetism seems to be crucially important!



Autocatacytic mechanism of pearlite 
transformation II

Phase-field simulations unifying three phases



Phase field results



Phase field results II



Conclusions
Magnetism of Fe is crucially important for 
metallurgy, and correlation effects are important
for magnetism

Better understanding of metallurgical processes
requires quantum  many-body theory

Many thanks to many collaborators, especially
Yuri Gornostyrev
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